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give an indication of how quickly participants were making progress through the game whilst controlling for differing play lengths.    FreeCell         Wild 7       









































































































































































Sevens: Reverse the direction of play.  The differences between the two versions of the instructions are as follows: 1) In the third paragraph, the high value condition includes an additional sentence about trying to score as low as possible in each round. 2) The order of the end conditions is reversed when listed. Low Value participants were told the game ended if the deck was exhausted first (implying it was dangerous to hold onto power cards) whilst high value participants were told the game ended when one player got rid of all their cards first (implying the way to win was to try to get rid of all your cards) 3) The description of how cards were scored was broken up into two lines for the low‐value participants, and the ten point value of power cards highlighted in bold. 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Collection and Analysis Results were collected and analysed from three main sources. Firstly overall measures about the game were collected as it was ongoing in order to look for general trends. This consisted of the round scores and cards (and card types) discarded for each participant. Secondly, Results from the questionnaire were examined, and the Likert scale questions sorted and totalled. Qualitative answers were also examined for comments that supported/contradicted the quantitative findings once the analysis was complete. Thirdly, video data was examined in order to provide information about card choices and timing data. For all moves that were made in all games the following information was recorded: ‐ The condition, round, and group. ‐ The cards that each player was holding when the move was performed, the number of Normal and Power cards that comprised that hand, and the game score these were equivalent to. ‐ The player making the move, their position and sex. ‐ The card face up on the stack that was being played upon. ‐ The move being made (play, discard or take). ‐ The cards involved in that move, and the type of card (Power or Normal) 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 High Value Low Value 
Alternative 
Available 70.0 54.60 































































































































































































































  Choice 
  Astor Quetia 
A Frame 5.00 4.79 
Neutral 4.83 4.79 Condition 
Q Frame 4.20 4.67 
Table 6.1: Mean Confidence for participant choices by condition in first eleven 
questions. All figures accurate to 3sf Confidence was also examine within choices made for the first 11 questions (table 7.1 above) As can be seen from the above table, confidence in Quetia does not vary greatly (or significantly), whether framed or unframed. Confidence does, however, vary significantly, U = 1923, p = .000, Z = ‐3.878, in Astor when framed.  This was repeated for the last five questions: 
  Choice 
  A Q 
A 4.26 4.27 
N 4.43 4.92 Condition 









































































































































































































































































































































      
23. Sunbathing without sunscreen.   
24. Bungee jumping off a tall bridge.        
25. Piloting a small plane.   
26. Walking home alone at night in an unsafe area of town 
27. Moving to a city far away from your extended family.   
28. Starting a new career in your mid-thirties. 
29. Leaving your young children alone at home while running an errand 




Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following 
statements, by making a note of the number of the appropriate response. 
 
Strongly Disagree(1) - - Disagree(2) - - Not Sure(3) - - Agree(4) - - Strongly Agree(5) 
 
1. Deviant sexual behaviour between consenting adults may be disagreeable but it 
should not be regarded as a crime. 
 
2. No sane, normal, decent person would ever think of hurting a close friend or 
relative.  
 
3. Many of the radical ideas of today will be the accepted practices of tomorrow.  
 
4. People who want to imprison or whip sex criminals are themselves sick.  
 
5. Obedience and respect for authority are the most important virtues children should 
learn.  
 
6. Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas but as they grow up they ought to get 
over it and settle down.  
 
7. It is all right for people to raise questions about even the most personal and private 
matters.  
 
8. Insults to our honor are not always important enough to worry about.  
 
9. Sex crimes such as rape and attacks on children deserve more than imprisonment; 
such criminals ought to be publicly whipped or worse.  
 
10. Most honest people admit to themselves that they have sometimes hated their 
parents.  
 
11. Racial profiling is a necessary method of identifying potential terrorists in today’s 
world.  
 
12. Sex crimes such as rape and attacks on children are signs of mental illness and 
such persons belong in hospitals rather than prisons.  
 
13. There is hardly anything lower than a person who does not feel great love, 
gratitude and respect for his parents.  
 
14. What the young need most is strict discipline., rugged determination and the will 
to work and fight for family and country. 
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Seven: Introversion/Extraversion Questionnaire 
Answer the following by choosing to what degree you agree, or disagree 
with each statement about yourself. Make a note of the appropriate 
response’s number as it applies to you. 
 
Strongly Disagree (1) - - Disagree (2) - - Agree (3) - - Strongly Agree (4) 
 
1)  I am a talkative person 
 
2)  I am generally quite lively 
 
3)  I enjoy meeting new people 
 
4)  I usually let myself go and enjoy myself at a lively party 
 
5)  I usually take the initiative in making new friends 
 
6)  I can easily put some life into a quiet social gathering. 
 
7)  I tend to keep in the background on social occasions 
 
8)  I enjoy socializing with people 
 
9)  I like plenty of bustle and excitement around me 
 
10) I am mostly quiet when I am with other people 
 
11)  Other people would describe me as lively 
 


















      Money     Reputation     Cases    
Question  Decision  Internal  External  Internal  External  Internal  External 
1  Water Pipe  Small Gain  Small Gain  Small Gain  Small Gain  0  0 
2  First Outbreak  Small Gain  Small Loss  Small Gain  Small Loss  0  0 
3  Band Delay  Medium Loss  Medium Gain  Slight Loss  Slight Gain  15  15 
4  Medical Evac  Large Gain  Large Loss  Medium Gain  Medium Loss  No Change  Small Rise 
5  Case Spike  Medium Loss  Medium Gain  Medium Loss  Medium Gain  Small Rise  Medium Rise 
6  Rumours  Medium gain  Medium Loss  Small Gain  Small Loss  Very Large Rise  Very Large Rise 
7  Food Poisoning  Very Large Loss  Large Loss  Medium Loss  Medium Gain  Medium Rise  Small Rise 
8  Small Riot  Large Loss  Very Large Loss  Medium Gain  Medium Loss  Small Rise  Medium Rise 
9  Leaving Early  Medium Loss  Medium Gain  Large Loss  Large Gain  Medium Rise  Small Rise 
10  Diagnosis  Medium Gain  Medium Loss  Large Gain  Large Loss  Medium Rise  Large Rise 
11  Treatment  Medium Loss  Medium Gain  Small Loss  Small Gain  Very Large Rise  Very Large Rise 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Fifteen: Festival Study Numeric Feedback Pattern and Values 
    Money    Reputation    Cases   
Question  Decision  Internal  External  Internal  External  Internal  External 
1  Water Pipe  215  215  1  1  0  0 
2  First Outbreak  765  ‐765  1  ‐1  0  0 
3  Band Delay  ‐1892  1892  ‐1  1  15  15 
4  Medical Evac  4004  ‐4004  2  ‐2  0  2 
5  Case Spike   ‐872  872  ‐2  2  3  3 
6  Rumours  1756  ‐1756  1  ‐1  20  20 
7  Food Poisoning  ‐15,472  ‐8765  ‐2  2  4  2 
8  Small Riot  ‐8801  ‐15563  2  ‐2  3  5 
9  Leaving Early  ‐4037  4037  ‐3  3  4  2 
10  Diagnosis   2356  ‐2356  3  ‐3  8  12 










1) Would you say you are familiar with what ‘social media is?’ 2) Do you have a ‘social media account’ of any type (twiter, facebook, linkedin etc)? 3) If so, how many different ones do you have (approximately) 4) How often would you say you check a social media site of any type? 
(Several times a day/Daily/a few times a week/once a week/rarely) 5) Are you familiar with Twitter specifically (what it does, how it works)? 6) Do you have a twitter account? 7) If yes, how often would you say you check your twitter? 








      Astor    Quetia   
Question  Decision  Correct  Money  Opinion  Money  Opinion 
1  First Choice  Either  Small Gain  Small Gain  Small Gain  Small Gain 
2  Miraclo Shipping  Astor  Small Gain  Medium Gain  Small Loss  Medium Loss 
3  Child labour  Quetia  Medium Loss  Small Loss  Medium Gain  Small Gain 
4  Yok regulating  Astor  Medium Gain  Small Gain  Medium Loss  Small Loss 
5  Glass  Quetia  Small Loss  Small Gain  Small Gain  Medium Gain 
6  Internal Q  Astor  Medium Gain  Medium Gain  Medium Loss  Small Gain 
7  Takeover  Quetia  Small Gain  Medium Loss  Large Gain  Medium Gain 
8  MP  Astor  Large Gain  Small Gain  Small Gain  Small Loss 
9  Container  Quetia  Medium Loss  Small Loss  Medium Gain  Small Gain 
10  GP letters  Astor  Medium Loss  Small Loss  Large Loss  Medium Loss 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 Astor    Quetia   
Question  Decision  Correct  Money  Opinion  Money  Opinion 
11  Products returned  Quetia  Large Loss  Medium Loss  Medium Loss  Small Loss 
12  PR initiatives  Astor  Small Gain  Medium Gain  Small Loss  Small Gain 
13  Parliament  Quetia  Small Loss  Small Gain  Small Gain  Medium Gain 
14  Offers  Astor  Small Loss  Small Gain  Small Gain  Small Loss 
15  Enquiry due  Quetia  Small Gain  Small Loss  Small Loss  Small Gain 
16  Final decision  Either  Medium Gain  Medium Gain  Medium Gain  Medium Gain 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Twenty‐Two: Herbal Study sample decision 
Decision 2 In the last month, there has been a flurry of interest in a new product derived from a special type of flower. It is said to make a person more consistently aware and awake, as well as boosting intelligence. Students, doctors and other high‐intensity groups have been showing a distinct interest in the substance, known as ‘Miraclo’. Both companies you are engaged with have started to put very similar forms of this product into production, and are offering it as a purchase option this month. The main concern at this point is in the viability of getting this product delivered and onto shelves in time to capitalize on the current wave of publicity being generated by magazines and TV shows. Astor, located in Aplonia is closer to your shops by several hundred miles and expect to delivery quickly. However, much of its distribution network relies heavily on trucks and road transport which are known to be occasionally unreliable thanks to the country’s infrastructure and government corruption which sometimes hold up shipments significantly and unpredictably. Quetia do not have this issue, as the country is a full functioning first‐world economy, however they ship their products primarily by sea in order to keep down costs and remain competitive. Their delivery time is guaranteed, but at a non‐trivially longer timeframe than the optimal estimates from Astor. 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Twenty‐Three: Herbal Study Sample Tweets, Neutral Decision 2 
 
Twenty‐Six: Herbal Study Sample Tweets, Pro‐Astor Decision 2 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Twenty‐Four: Herbal Study Sample Tweets, Pro‐Quetia Decision 2 
 
Twenty‐Eight: Herbal Study Instruction Page 
Screenshot  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Twenty‐Five: Herbal Study Sample Feedback Screenshot 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Twenty‐Six: Herbal Study Event Text  ‐‐‐‐Breaking News‐‐‐‐  Over the last three days a great number of people have been taken ill across the country with severe digestive and respiratory problems. Cases have been reported in areas as far apart as Exeter in the Southwest, Newcastle in the Northeast and Nottingham in the center of the country.  Although it was not immediately clear what the problem was, consultation with patients families and coordination between various health authorities have identified that 90% of cases can be directly correlated with the victims having taken Miraclo in the last few days. Subsequent tests on the bottles of this substance found at the houses of patients have revealed consistent levels of industrial fertilizer, waste products and rat poison. Bottles of both Astor and Quetia marked products have been discovered to be contaminated as a result. Strangely, the two show different types of contamination between the two companies, but consistency within a given company’s product.  As a result of this discovery, an emergency healthy warning has been issued by the government, with people advised to dispose of all of these products they have, regardless of manufacturer or location they were bought from. All sales of the substance have been banned, and stock removed from shelves across the country. The government has also ruled out the possibility of this being a terrorist or malicious attack of any sort.  Details are still trickling through, but in an effort to track the source of the problem, both Astor and Quetia products have been identified as causal factors. Both companies are insisting that this is the result of fraudulent knock‐off products that they are not responsible for, although there are some suggestions that there was contamination within regular shipments too. 
Astor Framed text: Currently doctors say that they have been able to save 1/3 of the patients that took Astor products. However, there is a 66% chance that  the patients who took Quetia products will suffer sever long‐term health issues and disabilities. 
Quetia Framed text: Currently doctors say that they have been able to save 1/3 of the patients that took Quetia products. However, there is a 66% chance that the patients who took Astor products will suffer sever long‐term health issues and disabilities. 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